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EVERYPOLYNOMIAL-TIME1-DEGREECOLLAPSES
IF AND ONLY IF P = PSPACE

STEPHENA. FENNER,STUARTA. KURTZ,AND JAMESS. ROYER

Abstract.A set A is m-reducible
to B if and only if thereis a polynomial-time
(or Karp-reducible)
computablefunctionf suchthat,forall x, x C A if andonlyif f (x) C B. Twosetsare:
* 1-equivalent
if andonlyif eachis m-reducible
to the otherby one-onereductions;
* p-invertible
if and only if each is m-reducible
to the otherby one-one,polynomial-time
equivalent
invertiblereductions;
and
* p-isomorphic
if and onlyif thereis an m-reductionfromone set to the otherthatis one-one,onto,
and polynomial-time invertible.

In thispaperwe showthe followingcharacterization.
THEOREM. Thefollowing are equivalent:

(a) P = PSPACE.
(b) Every two I-equivalentsets are p-isomorphic.
(c) Every twop-invertibleequivalentsets are p-isomorphic.

s1. Introduction. In concrete applications of polynomial-time reductions (e.g.,
in NP-completeness proofs [GJ79]) m-reducibility1 is by far the most common
reducibility notion employed. These specific m-reductions tend to have strong
properties: they are almost always honest2 usually length-increasing, and frequently
one-one. The usual interpretation of one set, A, being m-reducible to another, B,
is that A is computationally no more difficult than B since from any decision
procedure for B we can construct a decision procedure for A of polynomially
related complexity. But this interpretation is also supported by polynomial-time
Turing reducibility, a much weaker reducibility. The m-reducibility of A to B thus
suggests a stronger relation between A and B than implied by the conventional
interpretation, and indeed there are cases where we are able to obtain additional
useful information from the strength of these reducibilities. For example, it is known
that the m-complete sets for deterministic exponential-time are pairwise one-one,
length-increasing equivalent [Ber77].
Received November 23, 2000; revised February 29, 2004.
Research for the first author is supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9209833.
Research for the third author is supported in part by NSF grants CCR-89011154 and CCR-9522987.
1Sincepolynomial-time reducibilitiesare the focus of this paper,we shall usually omit the "polynomialtime" qualifier when referringto one of these reducibilities and add a "recursive"qualifier when referring to a standard reducibility from general computability theory. For example, m-reducibility means
polynomial-time m-reducibility whereas recursivem-reducibility is the usual notion from computability
theory.
2Suppose f, h: co
co. We say that f is h-honest, if and only if, for all x, h(lf(x)l) > Ixl. We say
that f is honest if and--only if for some polynomial p, f is p-honest.
) 2004, Associationfor SymbolicLogic
0022-4812/04/6903-0006/$3.90
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Bermanand Hartmanis[BH77]conjecturedthat the m-completesets for NP
are pairwisep-isomorphic,that is, that the completem-degreeof NP collapsesto
a p-isomorphismtype. It is easy to provethat there are m-equivalentsets that
fail to be 1-equivalent,let alone p-isomorphic.Thus, the specificlocationof the
Berman-Hartmanis
conjectureis critical.However,if one considersstrengthenings
of m-reducibility(e.g., 1-reducibility
and 1-honest-reducibility),
untilthe late 1980s
therewereno knownexamplesof degreesof thesesortsof reducibilitiesthat failed
to collapse.Thefirstimportantresultin thisareawas Ko, Long,andDu's[KLD87]
proof that every1-li-degreecollapsesif and only if (as seemsunlikely)P = UP. In
this paper,we showthatthe statements:
(a) Every1-degreecollapses.
(b) Everyp-invertibledegreecollapses.
(c) P = PSPACE.
are all equivalent. In retrospect,the most remarkableaspectof our resultsis the
equivalenceof (b) and (c) whichwe stillfindcounterintuitive.
Some conventionsandterminology.For the most partwe use standardnotation
and terminologyfromcomputabilityand complexitytheory.Herewe introducea
few conventionsand some less standardnotions.
Weidentifyeachelementof w, thenaturalnumbers,withits dyadicrepresentation
over { 0, 1 }. So, thereis a one-to-onecorrespondence
betweenwoand { 0, 1 }*. We
shallfreelypun betweenan elementof cobeinga numberand a stringover { 0, 1 ).
For each x E wo,IxIdenotesthe lengthof x's dyadicrepresentation.
We say that A belongs to the class EXP if and only if there is a polynomial
p and deterministicTuring-machinesuch that the machinedecides A and runs
within 2p(n)- time. We say that A belongs to the class UP if and only if there
is a polynomialp and polynomial-timedecidablepredicateQ(., -) such that A =
{ x : (3y : lyl p(Ixl))Q(x, y) } and, for each x, thereis at most one y suchthat
clearlya subclassof NP. A functionf is one-wayif and only if f is
Q(x, y). UP is _
1-1, honest, and polynomial-timecomputable,yet not p-invertible.Independently,
Berman[Ber77],Grollmannand Selman[GS84][GS88]and Ko [Ko85]observed
that one-wayfunctionsexistif and only if P $ UP.
Suppose A and B are subsets of a). When A is m-reducibleto B, we write
A <P B, andwhenA is 1-reducibleto B, we writeA <PB. WesaythatA is lengthto B if andonlyif thereis an f thatwitnessesA <P B andeither
increasingreducible
for
to B
(i) If(x)l > IxI all x, or else (ii) f = id,. We say thatA is 1-li-reducible
reducibleto B. Wesay
(written:A <P-liB) if and only if A is 1-1,length-increasing
that A is 2-tt completefor a classwhenA is (polynomial-time)btt-completefor the
classand this is witnessedby btt-reductionsthatemploytwo-variablett-conditions
fora classis definedanalogously.Wenote thatif A 1-tt
exclusively;1-ttcompleteness
completefor EXP,then it turnsout that A is also 1-li-completefor EXP [HKR93].
A functionf is saidto be strictlyt-spacecomputable
if andonlyif f is computable
a
deterministic
machine
that
runs
within
a
by
Turing
spacebound of t(n) on the
worktapesand the inputand outputtapes. StrictB(t(n))-space,linear-space,and
polynomial-spacecomputabilityaredefinedin the obviousway.
Related work. Myhill [Myh55] showed that recursive1-equivalenceis much
tighter than one might initiallyexpect: if two sets are so similarthat they are
recursively1-equivalent,thenthey arerecursivelyidentical.Formally,the resultis:
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MYHILL'S
THEOREM.
Every two recursively1-equivalentsets are recursivelyisomorphic.

Therearea numberof complexitytheoreticversionsof Myhill'sTheorem.Dowd
[Dow82]has perhapsthe strongestof these.
DOWD'STHEOREM.
Every two strictly linear-space 1-equivalentsets are strictly
linear-spaceisomorphic.

In the theory of polynomial-timereducibilitiesthe closest known analogueto
Myhill'sTheoremis due to Bermanand Hartmanis[BH77].
BERMAN AND HARTMANIS'STHEOREM. If two sets are m-equivalentas witnessedby
reductions that are (a) one-one, (b) length-increasing,and (c) p-invertible,then the
sets are p-isomorphic.

The hypothesisthat the reductionsbe one-one is clearlynecessary. However,
the length-increasing
and the p-invertibilityhypothesesseemquite strong,perhaps
unnecessarilystrong. An obvious questionis whethereither of these hypotheses
can be weakened.Ko, Long, and Du [KLD87]showedthat underthe hypothesis
thatP : UP, the p-invertibility
hypothesisis indeednecessary.
AND
Du's
THEOREM.
Ko, LONG,
If P = UP, then thereare 1-li equivalentsets that
fail to be p-isomorphic3.

Thisis a remarkable
result;1-liequivalenceis a verystrongequivalence,but this
theoremsays that under the reasonablehypothesisof P $ UP, 1-li degreesare
distinctfromp-isomorphismtypes. The theorem'sP : UP hypothesisis tight. By
a simpleargument,Ko, Long, and Du established
Ko, LONG,ANDDU's LEMMA.
If P = UP, then every two 1-li equivalentsets are
p-isomorphic.

The theoremand lemmathusyieldthe strikingcharacterization:
COROLLARY.P

= UP if and only if every two 1-li equivalentsets arep-isomorphic.

The corollaryprovidesa complexitycharacterization
of a degree-theoretic
propertyand thus essentiallysettlesthe questionwhetherevery1-lidegreecollapses.
Ourresults.We establishanaloguesof Ko, Long, and Du's Theoremand their
Lemmafor 1-reductionsand p-invertiblereductions. We first considerour analoguesof theirtheorem.Weshow
THEOREM 1. If P = PSPACE, then thereare 1-equivalentsets thatfail to be honest
m-equivalent.
THEOREM2. If P = PSPACE, then therearep-invertibleequivalentsets thatfail to
be p-isomorphic4.

Two sets that arep-invertibleequivalenthaveexceedinglysimilarstructure.It is
very surprising(at least to us) that underas weak a hypothesisas P : PSPACE,
this very strongequivalencefails to imply p-isomorphism.Theorem2 indicates
that under the assumptionthat P _ PSPACE,the length-increasinghypothesis
of Berman and Hartmanis's theorem is close to tight. (Theorem 2 does not preclude the possibility that "length-nondecreasing"can replace "length-increasing"
in the hypothesis of Berman and Hartmanis's theorem. We conjecture that under
3Moreover, there are such sets that are 2-tt complete for EXP.
4For Theorems 1 and 2 the witnessing sets constructed can to be 2-tt complete for EXP.
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a stronger condition than P -=PSPACE, this length-increasinghypothesis is indeed
necessary.)
To establish an analogue of Ko, Long, and Du's lemma, we first show a version
of Dowd's Theorem for strictly polynomial-space reductions.
THEOREM3. Every two strictlypolynomial-space 1-equivalentsets are strictlypolynomial-space isomorphic.
Using Theorem 3 it is now straightforwardto show
If P = PSPACE, then every two 1-equivalentsets are p-isomorphic.
Therefore, by combining Theorems 1, 2, and 4 we obtain our main result:
THEOREM4.

5. Thefollowing are equivalent:
THEOREM
(a) P = PSPACE.
(b) Every two 1-equivalentsets are p-isomorphic.
(c) Every twop-invertibleequivalentsets are p-isomorphic.
One interesting feature of all of the work cited above is the central role played by
Dedekind's construction for the Cantor-Bernstein Theorem. The constructions for
Myhill's, Dowd's, and Berman and Hartmanis'sTheorems as well as our Theorem 3
are all effective variants of the Dedekind's construction. The proofs of Ko, Long,
and Du's Theorem and our Theorems 1 and 2 establish that certain plausible effective
forms of Cantor-Bernstein fail if certain complexity classes separate.
The broader context. The results reported in this paper are a part of the body
of research stemming from Berman and Hartmanis's IsomorphismConjecturediscussed in the beginning of this section. The bulk of that research concerns the
possible structure of complete degrees of important complexity classes. For example, the complete m-degree of NEXP (nondeterministic exponential time) is
known to consist of a single 1-degree [GH89], the complete m-degree of EXP is
known to consist of a single 1-li-degree [Ber77], and, for the complete m-degrees
of PSPACE and NP, no absolute results are known. Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer's
paper [KMR90] surveys this work through the late 1980s. Since the work of this
paper does not particularly concern complete degrees, it is beyond our scope to
update the survey [KMR90] to the present.
Acknowledgments. We wish to thank Per Brinch Hansen for the well-timed sarcastic remark that prompted us to finish the revision of this paper.
s2. Isomorphisms. In this section we provide the proofs of our Theorem 3 and
Dowd's Theorem. We also sketch the proofs of Myhill's and Berman and Hartmanis's Theorems. As mentioned above, the starting point for all these results is the
standard proof of
THE CANTOR-BERNSTEIN THEOREM. Givensets X

functions f
X and Y.

and Yfor whichthereare one-one

: X -+ Y and g: Y -- X, there is a one-to-one correspondencebetween

The theorem, as stated, concerns the category of sets, but it and its standard
proof have many variants in other settings. The general setting for this paper is DP,
the category of decision problems, defined as follows.
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DEFINITION 6. DP is the categorywith objectsof the form (A, X), whereX is
a copy of the naturalnumbersand A C X, and with homomorphismsof the

form f: (A, X) -+ (B, Y), where f: X -+ Y is a set-theoretic function with the

additionalpropertythat, for all x E X, x E A if and only if f (x) e B.
DP in andof itselfis not terriblyinteresting,butthe subcategoriesof DP obtained
by addingmore requirementson homomorphisms,e.g., that each be polynomialtime computable,providean adequatecategoricalsettingfor most workon strong
reducibilitiesin recursiontheoryand complexitytheory.
It is easily seen that a DP-isomorphismis an f: (A, X) -+ (B, Y) such that
f: X -+ Y is a one-to-onecorrespondence.So, the Cantor-BernsteinTheorem
restatedfor DP is:
Given (A, X) and (B, Y) in DP with f: (A, X) -+ (B, Y) and
-+
(B,
(A,
Y)
X) such that f : X -+ Y and g: Y -+ X are both one-one (i.e.,
g:
then
(A, X) and (B, Y) are isomorphic.
monic),
THEOREM7.

The argumentwe sketchfor this theoremis essentiallyDedekind'sproof of the
Cantor-Bernstein
Theorem'. Beforegivingthis proof,we state some generalconventionsthat shallhold throughoutthe remainderof this paper.
(a) SupposeA, B, X, Y, f, and g are as in the statementof
Theorem7. Withoutloss of generality,we assumethat X = wco
and Y = co'
of
For
x
x'
whereco'is a disjointcopy co.
each E wo, denotesthe corresponding

CONVENTION 8.

element of co'. We assume the ordering 0 < 0' < 1 < 1' < 2 < 2' < .-. on
(coU co'). Also, A and B respectively denote co - A and co' - B.

(b) Let G be the directedgraph(coU co',E), where

E = { (x, f(x)) : x E o } U { (x',g(x')) : x' E C' }.
G is clearly bipartite. Since f: co -+ co' and g: co' -+ co are functions, every

vertexof G has out-degreeone. Sincef and g are one-one,everyvertexof G
has in-degreeof at most one. The maximalconnectedcomponentsof G we
call chains. If a chain has a vertexof in-degreezero, we call this vertexthe
rootof the chain. Each chainis a directedpath and has one of four possible
structures:
a. a finitecyclicpath;
b. a two-wayinfinitepath;
c. an infinitepathwith a root in co;or
d. an infinitepathwith a root in co'.
Sincef and g are DP-homomorphisms,it follows that for a given chain C
either(i) all of C'sco-verticesarein A and all of C'sco'-vertices
arein B or else
all
of
are
in
A
and
all
of
C's
in
C's co-vertices
are B.
(ii)
ow'-vertices
(c) We say that a function h: co -+ co' respects chains if and only if for all x, x

and h(x) belongto the samechain. It followsby the propertiesof chainsjust
noted that, if--h: co -- co' respects chains, then h: (A, wc)

(B, co').

5For the history of this theorem and its proof, see either of Moore's [Moo82] or Ferreir6s' [Fer99]
excellent books. A summary of this history is given in Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer's survey [KMR90].
As Ferrir6s notes [Fer99, p. 240], the Cantor-Bernstein Theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 63
in Dedekind's Was sind und was solen die Zahlen? [Ded88], but Dedekind seems never to have pointed
this out to Cantor.
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PROOF
OFTHEOREM
7 (afterDedekind[Ded88]). Define7r: wc-+ co' by
(1)

r=2x.

fg-'(x),

f (x),

ifx 'schainhas a root inw'

otherwise.

Note that 7t respects chains; hence, 7r: (A, co) -+ (B, co'). Moreover, for each chain

betweenthe collectionof coverticesof C
C, 7rgivesa one-to-onecorrespondence
and the collection of ow'vertices of C. (To see this, simply check that 7Tworks as

claimedfor each of the four possiblestructuresof C.) Sincethe chainspartition
G, it follows that n: co -+ co' is a one-to-one correspondence. Hence, ntis a DP-

isomorphism between (A, co) and (B, wo').

The proof of Bermanand Hartmanis'sTheorembuildsdirectlyon the above
construction- the assumptionson f and g in the theoremprovidesufficient
conditionsfor 7r of (1) to be computableand invertiblein polynomialtime. Here
arethe details.
THEOREM
9 (Berman and Hartmanis's Theorem, Restated). If twosets are m-equivalent as witnessedby reductionsthat are (a) one-one, (b) length-increasing,and (c)
p-invertible,then the sets arep-isomorphic.
PROOF(after [BH77]). Suppose that f and g satisfy hypotheses (a), (b), and (c).
Let n be as in (1). So, 7ris a DP-isomorphism between (A, co) and (B, o'). Fix

a z E (woU o'). Sincef and g are lengthincreasing,we havethat each chain is
rootedand that thereare at most |z| manyverticesprecedingz in its chainwhere
all of these verticesare of lengthless than [zj. Sincef and g are p-invertible,it
followsthat one can find the root of a vertexz's chainin polynomial(in Iz) time.
Therefore,sincef andg areboth polynomial-timecomputableand p-invertible,it
follows that nris also.

It is easilyshownthat thereare recursivef and g for whichJr as definedin (1)
fails to be computable.So we needa differentconstructionfor Myhill'sTheorem.
THEOREM
10 (Myhill's Theorem, Restated). Everytworecursively1-equivalentsets
are recursivelyisomorphic.
PROOF
SKETCH
(after[Myh55]). The definitionof 7rin (1) is based on a global

analysisof the structureof chains. The constructionfor this theoremis morelocal
in character.Given recursivef and g as above,we buildin stagesA,a recursive
^
isomorphismthat respectschains. Initially, - 0. During stage 2x, if 7(x) is
not yet defined,then x's chain is traversedforwardand ft(x) is definedto be the
firstwo'-vertex
encounteredthat is not yet in the rangeof 7r. Duringstage2x + 1,
if 7^-'(x') is not yet defined,then x"s chain is traversedforwardand T-l(x') is
defined to be the first w-vertex encountered that is not yet in the domain of 7^.
A straightforwardargument shows that ft is a recursiveDP-isomorphism between
(A, co) and (B, co').
Our proof of Theorem 3 is in the spirit of the above argument, but in addition
we must observe space bounds on the isomorphism being built, and thus our
construction is considerably more delicate.
11 (Theorem 3, Restated). Every two strictly polynomial-space 1-equiTHEOREM
valent sets are strictlypolynomial-space isomorphic.
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PROOF.
computablefuncSupposef andg areone-onestrictlypolynomial-space
tions. Belowwe describethe constructionof i, a strictlypolynomial-spacecomputableisomorphismthatrespectschains.In theconstructionof thepreviousproof,
althoughthe root of a givenchain is inaccessiblein general,one can traversethe
chainforwardan unlimitedamountto findan unmatchedvertex,obviatingthe need
to searchthe chain backwards.In the constructionbelow,our view of chains is
moremyopic;at each stagewe can only see a portionof a chain residingbelow a
certainlengthbound. We cannot follow a chain forwardindefinitely,so we must
searchbackwardsalongthe chainto ensurethateachof its verticesis matchedwith
a vertexof roughlythe samelength.
Let the graphG be as above.Foreach n, define:
' : Ix
.
== {x'
cOn = {x E o : jx| n}.
For each n, let Gnbe the subgraphof G inducedby (conU
The maximal
cwn). of a
connectedcomponentsof Gnwe call n-chains.The successivevertices
path in
G alternatebetweenbeing in co and co'. Hence,a finitepath P in Gn(such as an
n-chain)has one of the followingthreepossiblestructures.
in P is the sameas thenumberof co'-vertices.
Unbiased:Thenumberof co-vertices
In this case P is eithercyclicor else has one of its endsin coand the otherin co'.
w-biased.:The numberof co-verticesin P is one more than the numberof co'vertices.In this case P's root and tail verticesarein co.
co'-biased:The numberof co-verticesin P is one less than the numberof co'vertices.In this case P's root and tail verticesarein co'.
We say a partialfunctionh: on -+ c(o'respectsn-chainsif and only if, for each
x E domain(h),h(x) is in the samen-chainas x.
Our constructionof will be in stages. For each n, n: con-+
will be the
will be an npart of 7 definedas of the end of stage n. (9-1 = 0.) Each in on
chainrespecting,one-onepartialmapbetweenWon
and obw.Wecall the elementsof
(domain('i) U range(in)) the verticesmatchedas of stagen. Note that in orderto
be one-oneandrespectn-chains,it mustbe the case thatbiasedn-chains(thathave
an odd numberof elements)end up with at leastone vertexthatis unmatchedas of
stagen. In our construction,we maintainthe followinginvariant,for each n:
For each n-chainC, everyvertexof C is matchedas of stage n, exceptif
(2) C is co-biased(respectively,
co'-biased)in whichcase exactlyone co-vertex
is
unmatched.
co'-vertex)
(respectively,
Note that the invariantimpliesthatif C is a biasedn-chain,then the verticesof C
matchedas of stagen formtwo unbiasedpaths (eitherof whichcould be null) on
eitherside of C's unmatchedvertexand if C is a unbiasedn-chain,then all of the
verticesof C arematchedas of stagen and, hence,forman unbiasedpath.
Assume n-1 is as required. We consider how to define in on the con-vertices of an
n-chainC. First,let { z2 ....
k } be the set of lengthn verticesof C together
zl,
with the vertices of C unmatched as of
n - 1.
be several vertices of
stage
(There may
C unmatched as of stage n - 1, since C may contain several biased (n - 1)-chains.)
Moreover, let zl, z2 ...,
Zk be in the (path) order in which they occur in C. (If C
is cyclic, choose zl to be the smallest possible co-vertexfrom among the zi's. Note
that in this case there are an equal number of unmatched co- and co'-verticesin C
as G is bipartite.) It follows from our discussion of the invariant that the set of
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verticesof C thatwerematchedas of stagen - 1 forma seriesof disjoint,unbiased
Zkmust alternate
subpathsof C. Hence,the elementsof the sequencez1, z2, . , Z
betweenbeing in co and ow'and this sequencehas the samebias (i.e., unbiased,or
wc-,or co'-biased)as C. So, for each x, an wn-vertexof C, define

n(x)

(3)

=

(x),

2i-1,

if (i) x is matchedas of stagen - 1;
if (ii)x=z21;

Z2i,

if (iii) x=Z2i-1

7'n-I

and 2i < k;

undefined, (iv) otherwise.
Note that clause (ii) appliesto the zi's of C if and only if C is ow'-rooted,and
clause(iii) appliesotherwise.Thus,clauses(ii) and (iii) of equation(3) parallel(1).
If C is unbiased,then k is even;hence,all of C's verticesare matchedas of stage
n. If C is wo-biased
(respectively,
co'-biased),all of C's verticesare matchedas of
n
which
is
in
stage exceptzk
co (respectively,
o'). It followsthenthatin is one-one,
and
satisfies
the
invariant
respectsn-chains,
(2).
Suppose q is a monotone increasingpolynomialsuch that both f and g are
strictlyq(n)-spacecomputable.Thus,for all z,
(4)

q(|z|)

+> |z1,

1f(z)|, |g(z)|, the space used to compute f(z) and g(z).

For each z E (woU ow'), z is matched as of stage q(|z1).
Let n = IzIand let C be z's n-chain. If C is cyclic, then, by the invariant

LEMMA 12.
PROOF.

(2), z is matchedas of stagen and we are done. So supposeC is acyclic. Let t be
~ |'. Since in z's +'l-chain,z
be t's successor in G. So, Iz<
'"
is followedbyF, a length I'1vertex,it followsby the constructionthat z is matched
as of stageI^F.Now, by (4) we havethat < q(|tJ). SinceIt| <z| and sinceq is
monotoneincreasing,we thushave ' _<q(It|) _<q( z|).
LEMMA 13. Both An,x G con- in(x) and An,y E
. n.n(y) are computablewithin
cOn
the tail of C and let

S(n - q(n)) space.
PROOF SKETCH.

To computein (x) using (3), one needsto

* compute
7n-I(X),
* if it is defined,outputthe result,
* if not, thenx is one of the zi'sforx's n-chain,in thatcaseoneneedsto find: (a)
the root (if any) of x's n-chain,(b) Zk,and, if x's chainis ow'-rooted,
(c.i) the
zi immediatelyprecedingx in the list of zi's, and if x's chainis not
ow'-rooted
andx $ Zk,(c.ii) the zi immediatelyfollowingx. (If x's chainis not wo'-rooted
and x = zk, then n-I1(x)is undefined.)
All of this can be accomplishedin the courseof a constantnumber(independent
of x) traversalsof x's n-chain, making recursivecalls to in-1 along the way to
determine whether various z E (own-1Uw -1) were matched as of stage n - 1. Since

f

and g are one-one strictly polynomial-space computable functions, it is clear that
traversing an n-chain can be done in (q(n)) space. It is also clear that in using (3)
to compute in (X), the depth of recursions is no more than n. Thus, it follows that
in (X) can be computed within the required space bound. The argument for nl
follows by symmetry.
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Definei = UnGEcn.Sinceeach n, extends r, l, is welldefined.Sinceeach -,
is one-oneand respectsn-chains,
I is also one-oneandrespectschains. By Lemma
r
and
is
total
onto.
12,
By (3) and Lemma12 we also havethat, for all x e co,
lr(x)l < q( xl) and xi < q(lI(x)l). Finally,by Lemmas12 and 13, we havethat
and7-1 areboth polynomial-spacecomputable.
-1Theorem3
THEOREM 14 (Dowd's Theorem [Dow82]). Every two strictly linear-space 1-equivalentsets are strictly linear-spaceisomorphic.
PROOF
SKETCH. Belowwe givea fineranalysisof the spacecomplexityof the con-

structionof the previousproofand concludethe presenttheoremas a consequence
of this analysis.This providesa somewhatcrisperproofthis theoremthan Dowd's
(unpublished)original.
In the proof of Lemma13 we gave a sketchof how to compute7 (x). In that
sketchwe usedrecursivecallsto in-1 to determinewhethera vertexin (ow+_Uw )_
was matchedas of stagen - 1. Belowwe showhow to performthis testwithoutthe
recursivecalls.
The vertexof a biased n-chain C that is unmatchedas of stage n we call the
vertexof C. Wegivea purelygraphtheoreticcharacterization
unmatched
of which
vertexof a biasedn-chainis its unmatchedvertex.
LEMMA 15. Suppose that C is a biased n-chain, that t is C's tail, and that n' is
the largest number< n such that either (i) It=- n' or else (ii) t's (n' - 1)-chain is
unbiased.
Then, in case (i), t is the unmatchedvertex of C, and, in case (ii), the unmatched
vertex of C is the (length n') predecessorof the root of t's (n' - 1)-chain.
PROOF.

Let z be the vertexthat the lemmaclaimsis the unmatchedvertexof C.

For n = n',... ,n, let Ch denote z's ni-chain. Note that for ni = n',...,

n, Ch must

be biasedbecauseotherwisen' wouldnot be the largestnumber< n suchthat(i) or
(ii) holds. Sincez is of lengthn' and followedby a unbiased(n' - 1)-chain(which
is null in case (i)) and since Cn,is biased,it is clearthat z is the unmatchedvertex
of Cn,. By an easy inductionwe havethat,for =- n' + 1,..., n, z is the last vertex
in Chthat is unmatchedas of stagen - 1 and z is followedin Chby an unbiased
(ni- 1)-chain.Therefore,forn = n' + 1,.... n, z is theunmatchedvertexof C,. -i
above,it is relativelysimpleto concoct a procedure
Using the characterization
for testingthe predicate
Xn,z E (wonU o')). [ z is matched as of stage n ]

that runs in &(q(n)) space. Thus, in our sketchof how to compute7in(x), we

can replace all the recursive calls to n used to test matching with this &6(q(n))--1

spaceprocedure.So, exclusiveof the cost of the recursivecall to compute ,n-l1(x)
underclause(i) of (3), it followsthatthe computationof 7,(x) can be done within
9(q(n))-space. However, the recursion to compute in-1 (x) is a tail recursion and
so it does not require a stack to carry out. Therefore, it follows that
LEMMA16. Both 2n,x e wc,.i,(x) and 2n, y e
are computable in
w(.,++ (y)
6(q(n)) space.
Hence,
By Lemma 12 we have that n = Ax.iq(ll)(x) and '-1=
_x.J1x)(x).
by Lemma 16,
COROLLARY17.

Both i and -h1are computablein &(q(q(|xl))) space.
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If f and g are one-onestrictlylinear-spacecomputablefunctions,then we can
choose q to be a linearpolynomial,and, hence,q o q is lineartoo. Therefore,by
- Theorem14
Corollary17,the theoremfollows.
We returnto the questionof p-isomorphismby investigatingconditionson the
1-reductionsthatmake 1-equivalentsets p-isomorphic.UnlikeBermanand Hartmanis'sTheorem,that focuseson the reductionsthemselves,we look closerat the
structureof the chains formedby the 1-reductions,and in doing so, we obtain
somewhatstrongerresults.
We say that f and g have polynomial-time constructiblen-chains if and only if

U
constructsz's entire
there is a proceduresuch that, given n and z e
(ws o4'),
n-chainin timepolynomialin n.
THEOREM 18. Suppose two sets are (polynomial-time) 1-equivalentas witnessedby
reductionsf and g that havepolynomial-time constructiblen-chains. Then, the two
sets are p-isomorphic.

On the surfacethis looks like a much strongerresultthan Theorem9. It isn't
however.If f andg aresuchthatthereareno cyclicchains,thenone can showthat
the hypothesesof Theorem9 are equivalentto those of Theorem18. We can use
the constructionfor Theorem3 to obtaina strictlystrongerresultthanTheorems9
and 18. In orderto statethis resultwe introducetwo moretechnicalnotions.
if and only if the function
We say that f is honestly-invertible
Ax,n.

if f1-'(x) is definedand of length< n;
f-'(x),
undefined, otherwise.

is computablein timepolynomialin n + Ix . Forexample,
Ax.

2n,

if x is a powerof 2 and x = 2n

2x + 1, otherwise;

is not p-invertible,but it is honestly-invertible.On the other hand, a one-way
functionis neitherp-invertiblenor honestly-invertible.
We say that f and g's n-chainshavepolynomial-time
uniformextremitiesif and
onlyif thereis a procedurethat,givenn anda z E (conU4w),runsin timepolynomial
in n anddecideswhetherz'sn-chainis acyclic,andif it is, determinesthetwoextreme
verticesof this n-chain.
Wecan now state:
THEOREM
19. Suppose A and B are (polynomial-time)m-equivalentas witnessed
by reductionsf and g that are

(a) one-one,
(b) honestly-invertible,and
(c) their n-chains havepolynomial-time uniformextremities.
Then, A and B are p-isomorphic.
To prove this, one merely checks that the theorem's hypotheses suffice to run the
construction of Theorem 3 in polynomial-time. This is straightforwardand we omit
the details.
Theorem 19's hypotheses are strictly weaker than those of Theorems 9 and 18
as shown by Proposition 33 below. Hypothesis (c) is still fairly strong, however.
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It will be apparentfromthe proof of Theorem1 in the next sectionthat thereare
one-to-one,polynomial-timecomputablef andg suchthatthe problemof finding
just the tails of the correspondingn-chainsis PSPACE-complete.
s3. Inequivalences.Our proofs of TheoremsI and 2 follow the same general
strategyas the proof of Ko, Long, and Du's Theorem.To lay out this strategy,we
startby sketchinga proof of that theoremaftersettinga few moreconventionsfor
the argumentsto follow.
20. (a) (., ) denotesa polynomial-time
computableandinvertible
function
such
that
I
+
pairing
O(1xI Ily). The pairingfunctionin
I(x,y)
will
do.
[Rog67]
(b) Wesaythat'f(+) has a ,Aoly(g(x)) bound'whenthereis a polynomialp such
that for all , f(X-) < p(g(X-)). Similarly,we say that 'f(_() has a 2+ly(g(+))
CONVENTION

bound' when there is a polynomial p such that for all ', f (-)
2p(g(x))
-+ ow'(or h: cow'- wco)crosses a chain
C if and
(c) We say that a function h:
_

only if for some x, a vertexof C, h(x) fails to be a vertexof C.

THEOREM

21 (Ko, Long, and Du'sTheorem,Restated). Suppose that P : UP.

Then there exist 1-li equivalentsets that are incomparablewith respect to p-invertible
reductions. Moreover,there are such sets that are 2-tt completefor EXP.
PROOF
SKETCH.
Since we are assuming P = UP, by Proposition 2.1 of [KLD87],

there exists a length-increasingone-wayfunction t. Define f: co -+ co' by the
followingthreeequations.
(5)

f(3x) = 6t(x) + 1.

f(3x + 1) = 6x + 4.

f(3x + 2) = 6x + 5.

Let g havethe samedefinitionas f exceptthat we regardg as a functionfromco'
to co. Clearly,f andg are one-oneand lengthincreasing.Note thateverynumber
of the form 3z in coU co'is the root of its own chain. (Eachnumberof the form
6z + 2 is also the root of its own chain-a fact that will be usefullateron.) By a
diagonalconstructionwe shallproducesets A C woand B C co'that satisfy:
(6) f: A <-li B andg: B P-l1i
A,
B
A
2-tt
and
are
members
of EXP, but
(7)
complete
(8) there is no p-invertible h such that h: A <P B or h: B <P A.

The diagonalizationdependson the followingkey lemma.
22 (The Chain Crossing Lemma). Suppose h is a p-invertiblemap (either
to
co
co' orfrom o)' to co). Then, h crosses infinitelymany chains. Infact, there
from
are infinitelymany z's such that 3z and h (3z) are in differentchains.
PROOF. We handle the case of h: co -+ co'. The co' -+ cocase follows by symmetry.
Since h is polynomial-time computable, there is a nondecreasing polynomial p
such that, for all x, Ih(x)l s p(x I). For each y, let V, be the set of wco'-vertices
of the chain of (6y + 1)' that are of length p(16y + 1I). By our definitions of f
and g it follows that one can, given y, list all_ the elements of V, in Aoly(yj) time.
Now, by (5), if h(3x) is in the same chain as 3x, then h(3x) is in Vt(x),see Figure 1.
Thus, if the lemma were false, then for all sufficientlylarge y, the following equation
LEMMA
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lengthp(16t(x) + 11)

3x
w

f?

g

f

f

g

g/ f,

g

h
w

6t(x) + 1

FIGURE

h(3x)

1. h(3x) lands in Vy.

wouldhold:
t-1(y)=

if z' E
h-'(z')/3,
Vy is such that t(h-1(z')/3)
undefined, if there is no such z' E Vy.

= y;

But, since one can list all the elementsof V, in aoly(ly) time and since t and
h-' arepolynomial-timecomputable,it wouldthen followthat t is p-invertible-a
-1Theorem22
contradiction.
Returningto the proof of Theorem21, the constructionof A and B worksby
"painting"chains.Eachchainis paintedeitherblueor green.A chainpaintedblue
has all of its w-elementsin A and its co'-elementsin B. A chainpaintedgreenhas
in A andits wo'-elements
in B. Sincethe chainsforma partition
all of its wo-elements
of w U wo',paintingall the chainswill completelydetermineA and B, and ensure
that they satisfy(6) above.
Now, givenan h: w - wo'and an x suchthatx and h(x) arein differentcolored
chains,we havethatx E A hW
h(x) B; andhencethath failsto m-reduceA to
B. Using this last observationtogetherwithLemma22, one canconstructA and B
satisfying(6) and (8) by a elementary,noneffectivediagonalization:startwith all
chainsunpainted,paint chainsone by one, each time cancellingsome p-invertible
h by paintingx's chain and h(x)'s chain oppositecolors, for some x. Each such
h givesus infinitelymanychancesto cancelit, and thereare only countablymany
such h, so we can diagonalize against them all. See the proof of Theorem 6.6.2

in [KMR90]for moredetails.
To build A and B that satisfy (7) in additionto (6) and (8), a more delicate
constructionis needed.Wehandlethisconstructionby meansof a generaltechnical
lemmathatis alsousedin theproofsof Theorems1and2 below.Tostatethislemma,
we introducethe followingterminology.SupposeC is a chainwith root r. The i-th
successorof r is the vertexof C obtainedby applyingf andg a combinedtotal of
i timesto r. Supposeh is a functionfromwoto co'(or fromco'to co). Thenwe say
h promptlycrossesC if and only if thereexistsa vertexx of C suchthat (a) x is the
i-th successorof r for some i <I r, (b) for each j < i, the j-th successorof r has
length< Ir1,and (c) h(x) is not in C. Wenow statethe lemma,the proofof which
appearsin this paper'sappendix.
LEMMA 23 (The ChainPaintingLemma). Suppose thefollowing:
1. f : c - co' andg: co' -+ co are one-one andpolynomial-time computable.
-time computable,and,for each x, r(x) is
2. r: c - (o U co') is one-one, 2'olY(n)
the root of a chain. For each x, let Cx denote r(x)'s chain.
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3. q is a polynomial such that,for all x and all z E Cx, Ix I qq(Iz).
4. s: o -+ co is polynomial-time computable,andfor all distinct x, y E , s(x)
c
and s (y) are in chains distinctfrom all the Cz's andfrom each other. For each
x, let Dx denote s(x)'s chain.
5. Givenz E (coU wo')andx E co, deciding whetherz is a vertex of Cx can be done
in Joly(|zs + x)-time (or equivalently,in Aoly(lz + 21xl)-time).
6. Givenz E (woU co'), deciding whetherz is in one of the Dy's, and, if so, whichy,
all can be done in goly(jzi)-time.
Then,given all of the above, there exist sets A and B that satisfy:
(a) f : A < B andg: B <PA,
(b) A and B are 2-tt completefor EXP, and
w
(c) there is no polynomial-time computableh: wco- cow'
(respectively,h: o' -+ co)
that both promptly crosses infinitely many
and that <P-reduces A to B
Cx's
(respectively,B to A).

Despite the profusionof hypothesesin Lemma23, they are easily satisfiedin
each of our applicationsof the lemma. In the contextof the proof of the present
theorem:

r=lx.

3x/2,

if x is even;

(3(x - 1)/2)',

ifx is odd;

q = An. [n + 1]; and s = Lx. [6x + 2]. Lemma 22 asserts that every p-invertible h

promptlycrossesinfinitelymany Cx's. Therefore,the existenceof an A and B as
-1Theorem21
requiredby the theoremfollowsfromLemma23.
We now apply the techniqueused in the proof above to 1-reductionsthat are
not necessarilylength-increasing.With the (most likely)weakerassumptionthat
P / PSPACE,we obtain two differentinequivalences.The first of these (Theorem24) involveshonestm-reductions;the other(Theorem27) concernsp-invertible
reductionsand uses the samebasicplanwith one additionaltwist.
PSPACE. Then there
THEOREM 24 (Theorem1, Restated). Suppose that P
- to honest m-reductions.
exist 1-equivalentsets that are incomparablewith respect
Moreover,thereare such sets that are 2-tt completefor EXP.
PROOF.

Let L be an element of (PSPACE - P).

This proof followsa plan roughlyanalogousto the argumentfor Theorem21.
Weconstruct1-1,polynomial-timecomputablefunctionsf andg; provethatevery
honestpolynomial-timecomputablefunctionmustpromptlycrossinfinitelymany
of a particularcollectionof chains;then, by an applicationof the ChainPainting
Lemma,weproducethetwosetsrequiredbythetheorem.InTheorem21'sproof,the
chainsencodedthe graphof a one-wayfunctiont and that proof'schain crossing
lemma was shown by proving that if one had a p-invertible h that crossed only
finitely many chains, then from h one could construct an polynomial-time inverse
of t, contradicting the assumption that t is one-way. In this proof the chains encode
computations of a Turing machine that decides the set L, and this proof's chain
crossing lemma is shown by proving that if one had an honest polynomial-time
computable h that crosses only finitely many chains, thenfrom h one could construct
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an polynomial-timedecisionprocedurefor L, contradictingthe assumptionthat
L E (PSPACE - P).

Todefinef andg andensurethattheyare1-1,weuseBennett'sworkon reversible
Turingmachines[Ben89].Informally,a deterministicTuringmachineM is saidto
be reversibleif and only if, at any point of a computation,thereis an unambiguous
way of backingup the computationto its previousstate. Weformalizethis notion
as follows. Let M be a deterministicTuringmachinewith k tapes (includingan
input and an output tape), states Q, alphabet1, start state qo, uniquefinal state
ql, allowabletapemovesL (left), R (right),and N (no movement),and transition
function
Q x Ik Q XEkx { L, R, N }k. All halting computations of M end in
r": ID be the
- set of instantaneousdescriptions(i.d.'s)of M and,for each
stateqi. Let
I E ID, let z(I) be the successori.d. of M, if any,as determinedby r. The initial
i.d. of M for a giveninput has M in state qo0,the input tape headjust to the left
if
of the input, and all othertapesempty. Now, such an M is said to be reversible
and only if there is another transition function a: Q x Ik -+ QX Ek x { L, R, N }k
suchthat, for eachnon-finali.d. I thatis reachableby M fromsomeinitiali.d., we
havethata(r(I)) = I. Reversiblemachinesarecrucialto ourkeepingthe functions
f and g 1-1. The followingpropositionfollowsfromBennett'sgeneralresultsand
roughlycorrespondsto the corollaryon page770 of [Ben89].
PROPOSITION 25. Suppose M is a multi-tape Turingmachinethat computesafunction t: w -+ co and that runs in space S(n). Then, there there is an &(S(n)2) space
bounded,reversibleTuringmachine that computes )LX.(x, t (x)).

Bytheproposition,thereis a reversibleTuringmachinethatcomputes2x . (x,L(x))
in polynomial-space.Let M be such a machineand let ID, z and a be as above.
For each x, let initial(x)be the initiali.d. of M on inputx. Define
ID

{ I : a((I))

-= I }.

By this definition,everynon-finali.d. that is reachablefromsome initiali.d. is in
ID. Also, no finali.d. can be in ID sinceif I is final,then -(I) is undefined,and,
hence, so is a(z(I)). Note that when 2I.z(I) is restrictedto ID, the functionis
total and one-one.
Now we introducesometools to helpwithencodingM-computationsinto chains.
Let #: ID -+ cobe a one-one,onto function,and suchthat
* the set #(ID) is polynomial-timedecidable;
* the functionsinducedovercoby I. z-(I),XI.a(I), and initialarepolynomialtime computable;and
* giveni, one can in Aoly(lil)-timedecideif i correspondsto a finali.d., and, if
so, extractthe resultof this i.d.'scomputation.
if tedious, to define. For all v, x, y, z E co and all
Such a # is straightforward,
I E ID, define:
start(x, y) = 3(x, y).
active(x, v, I) = 3(x, v, #(I)) + 1.
idle(x, v, z, I) = 3(x, v, z, #(I)) + 2.
Since (-, -) and # are one-one, so are start, active, and idle, and, since .) and # are
(., :
also onto, the ranges of start, active, and idle partition co. Finally, define
f c -+ w'
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by the followingset of equations.
(start(x,y))=

f(active(x,v,I))=

active(x,v, initial(x)), ifify= Ov;
start(x,y),

if y

o( O : v

w }.

{active(x,v,z(I)), ifl E ID;

idle(x,v, 0, I),
=
f (idle(x,v, z, I)) idle(x,v, z + 1,I).

otherwise.

Letg havethe samedefinitionas f exceptthatwe regardg as a functionfromw' to
wc.By ourdiscussionof r, a, #, start,active,andidleit followsthatf andg areoneone and polynomial-timecomputable.For each x and v, let C,, denotethe chain
with rootstart(x,0v) E woand let C',, denotethe chainwith rootstart(x,0")' E 0'.
A Cx,vchainhasthe followingstructure.It beginswiththe rootvertexstart(x,0")
followedby an exponentialdrop to active(x,v, initial(x)) E co'. Then f and g
conspireto simulateM on input x--each Cx,, vertexof the form active(x,v, I)
(whereI is a non-finali.d. of M on input x) is followedin Cx,vby the vertex
active(x,v, z(I)). Whenthe chainreachesthe vertexactive(x,v, Ifin)(where finis
the finali.d. of M on inputx), the nextvertexin Cx,vis idle(x,v, 0, Afin).
Thereafter,
eachvertexof the formidle(x,v, z, Ifin)is followedby the vertexidle(x,v, z + 1,Ifin)
ad infinitum.SinceM is polynomial-spaceboundedand since#, start,etc. are all
polynomial-timecomputable,it follows that thereis a monotone polynomialPL
suchthatall the "active"verticesof Cx,vareof lengthstrictlyless thanPL(IxI+ ).
Iv
The structureof a
chainis analogous.
Cx',
LEMMA
26 (TheChainCrossingLemma). Supposeh is an honest,polynomialtimecomputable
function(from(o to co'orfrom wo'to co). Then,h crossesinfinitely
In
chains.
many
fact, thereare infinitelymanyx's andv's suchthatstart(x,0v) and
h (start(x, V0))
arein differentchains.
PROOF.
Wehandlethe h: o -+ co'case. The co'-+ cocase followsby symmetry.
Let pL be as in the discussionprecedingthe lemma.
Sinceh is honest,thereexist k and xo suchthat for all x > xo, Ih(x)I > Ixll/k.
Sincestartis monotoneincreasingin both arguments,we havethat (start(x,0")l E
Q(Ixl+ 21vl).Thus,for eachx and all sufficientlylargev,
pL(lxI+ vl) Istart(x,Ov)II/k.
Sincestartis increasingin botharguments,it easilyfollowsthatthereis a polynomial
p, suchthat,for all x, if v = p,(Ixl), then (9) is satisfied.
(9)

CLAIM. Supposex > xo, v = p,((x1),andh(start(x,
0"))is in C,,. Then,for
some z, h(start(x,0"))= idle(x,v, z, I), whereI is the finali.d. of M on inputx.

PROOF
OFCLAIM.Since start is increasing in both arguments and since x > xo,
we have by our choice of k and xo that start(x, 0") 1/k < h(start(x, 0"))I. By our

choiceof p,, it also followsthat (9) holds for x and v. Thus,we havethe situation
describedby Figure2. Now, since Ih(start(x,O"))|> pL(Ixl+ Ivl), h(start(x,0"))
cannotbe in the activepartof Cx,~,.Thus,sinceh(start(x,0")) is in Cx,,,it mustbe
in the idle partof Cx,,. Therefore,the claimfollows.
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theactivepartof Cx,v
FIGURE 2.

length
Istart(x,0')1Ilk

start

start(x,0e)

h

the idlepartof CxQv

h (start(x, Ov))landsin Cx,v.

Supposeby way of contradictionthat the lemmais false. So, for all but finitely

x
many x, h(start(x, OP(I ))) is in Cx,p,(x ). Then by the claim, for all but finitely
))), (ii) from this
many x, one can determine L(x) by: (i) computing h (start(x, OP*(Ix

valueextractingthefinali.d. of M on inputx, and (iii)fromthisi.d. determineL(x).
decidable.
All of thiscanbe donein time aoly( x ). Therefore,L is polynomial-time
-ALemma26
But this contradictsthe assumptionthat L E (PSPACE- P).
so that r(2(x, i)) is
Now let r enumerateall the roots of the Cx,i's and CxiL's,
the root of Cx,i and r(2(x, i) + 1) is the root of C',i. We can choose q to be
n
n.[n + 1] since the smallestvertexon Cji is of length at least 3(x, i). Also let
to checkthat,for thesechoicesof r, q, and
s - 2x .start(x,1). It is straightforward
of
the
Chain
the
all
s,
PaintingLemmaaresatisfied.Therefore,by that
hypotheses
lemmatherearesetsA and B thatare 1-equivalent,2-tt completefor EXP,but that
arenot honestm-comparable.
-1Theorem24
We now turnto the secondof our two main inequivalences.In the proof of the
priortheoremwe had, underthe assumptionof P $ PSPACE,thatno polynomialtimehonestequivalence(not evenone-one)couldbe substitutedfor an unrestricted
polynomial-time1-equivalence.Here we show, again under the the assumption
of P L PSPACE,the more fine-grainedresult that a no p-isomorphismcan be
substitutedfor an honest 1-equivalence,even one whereboth of the 1-reductions
are p-invertible.The only propertythe reductionsof Theorem9 havethat is not
requiredhereis that of beinglength-increasing.Thus if P $ PSPACE,the lengthincreasingrequirementof Theorem9 is necessary.
THEOREM27 (Theorem2, Restated). Suppose that P : PSPACE. Then there

exist p-invertibleequivalentsets thatfail to be p-isomorphic. Moreover,thereare such
sets that are 2-tt completefor EXP.

Our proof of this theorem will run along lines similar to our argument for Theorem 24. In particular, the chains we construct will look similar to those of Theorem 24, i.e., they will follow the computation of a polynomial-space reversible
Turing machine computing a language L 4 P, then percolate the result when the
computation is done, just as before. The difference lies in how the chains begin.
The reductions for Theorem 24 were of necessity dishonest, evidenced by the root
of each chain being exponentially larger than its successor. Making this exponential drop drastic enough was all that was necessary to defeat the chain-respecting
honest maps by forcing any such map to take the root of the chain to the idle
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region, thus revealingthe result of the PSPACEcomputation. We clearlycannot do the same thing here as our reductionsf and g must be p-invertible,and
hence honest. Instead, we replacethe initial large drop in the chain with a series of small drops, startingat the top (root of the chain) and rampingdown to
the start of the activeregion;therethe chain then continues,simulatingthe machine'scomputationas before. We call this initial segmentof the chain the ramp
region. Given a potentialp-isomorphismh that respectschains, it is crucialto
note that h and h-1 naturallycorrespondto a perfectmatchingof 0wverticeswith
w' vertices. Our goal now is to forceh to matchsomevertexin the rampregion
(we cannot controlwhichone) with a vertexin the idle region,thus revealingthe
resultof the computationas in our proofof Theorem24, and allowingus to compute L in polynomialtime. Some verticesin the ramp region are small enough
so that h may matchthem with verticesin the activeregion-we call these ramp
vertices"unsafe."The functionh may also matchrampverticeswith other ramp
vertices. To force h to match some ramp vertexwith an idle vertex, we ensure
that thereare an unequalnumberof owand co'verticesamongall the "safe"ramp
verticesnot matchedby h to unsafe rampvertices. Such safe verticesare either
matchedwith each other (one in w, the other in o)') or to verticesin the idle region, and thus at least one safe rampvertexmust be matchedwith an idle vertex.
We can ensurethe inequalityin the numbersof such safe verticessimplyby deciding on which side (co or co') to place the root of the chain-the start of the
ramp.
An addeddifficultywith the presentproof comes in selectingwhat maps, h, to
diagonalizeagainst. For Theorem24, all we neededwas to make the reductions
sufficientlydishonestto win againstany honest reduction.Here,we can only win
againstp-isomorphisms,so we need to considerall possiblepairs of polynomialtime functions,on the suspicionthat any pairmayrepresenta p-isomorphismand
its inverse.
Beforebeginningthe proof, we establisha few conventionsregardinguniversal
functions.
CONVENTION
28. (a) Henceforth,(pOi)ie denotesan acceptablenumberingof

the partialrecursivefunctions [Rog67]based on a coding of deterministic,
multi-tapeTuringmachines. By standardresultsin the literaturethere is a
function
T=

f(x)

if Turing
machine
i oninputx

0,

otherwise

haltswithinn steps;

x, n.

is computablein B((|i|+|x|+n)2)

time.

(b) For each k, S, and x, define
fk(x)

=

T(k, x, (Ix| + 2)LVI)
if Turing machine k on input x halts
Pk(x),

=

within(Ixi+ 2)leisteps;
0,

otherwise.
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It is easily seen that, for each polynomialtime computablefunctionh, there
is a k such that for all sufficientlylarges, h=- '. By the time bound for
T it also follows that Ak,e,x.'s (x) is computablein &( (Ik| + 31x1)21e)c_
time.
26((Ikl+lel+ljx)2)
27. Let L be an elementof (PSPACE- P). As noted in the
OFTHEOREM
PROOF
proofof Theorem24, thereis a reversibleTuringmachine,M, thatcomputesAx. (x,
L(x)) in polynomialspace.
'
Terminology:
Supposeh: co -+ is a p-isomorphism.Wesayh matchesw with
z wheneitherh(w) = z or h(z) = w.
Weturnnow to definingthe 1-reductionsf andg.
To encodeM-computationsinto chains,we use essentiallythe sametools developed in the proof of Theorem24. Let z, a, ID, ID, and # be as in the previous
proof. For all x, i, z, m E coand all I E ID, define:
ramp(x,i, m) = 3(x, i, m).
active(x,i, I) = 3(x, i, #(I)) + 1.
idle(x,i, z, I) = 3(x, i, z, #(I)) + 2.
Since (-, ) and # are one-one,so are ramp,active,and idle,and, since (-, -) and #
are also onto, the rangesof ramp,active,and idlepartitioncw.
Thedefinitionsof f andg thatfollowinvolvethe0-1-valuedfunctiond. Defining
d willbe the chiefconcernof the nextpartof the proof. Forthe momentall thatwe
needto knowaboutd is thatit is polynomial-timecomputableand, for all x and i,
(10)
{ y : d (x, i, 0y) = 0 } is a nonempty,finite initialsegmentof o.
Now, definef: ow-+ wo'by the followingset of equations.
f (ramp(x,i, m)) =

i,m),
ramp(x,

ifmV0*;

active(x,i, initial(x)), if m = 00;
ramp(x,i, 0Y),
ramp(x,i, m),
active(x,i,i))=

if m = 0y+' and d(x, i, m) = 0;
if m = 0y+' and d(x, i, m) $ 0.

active(x,i, z(I)),

if I E ID;

idle(x,i, 0, 1),

otherwise.

f(idle(x, i, z, I)) = idle(x, i, z + 1, I).

Let g havethe samedefinitionas f exceptthat we regardg as a functionfrom ow'
to co. Fromthe discussionof r, a, G, # in the previousproofand the definitionsof
ramp,initial, active,idle,f, andg, it followsthatf andg areone-one,polynomialdenotethe chainwith
time computable,and p-invertible.Foreach x and i, let Cx,~i
the cw-vertexramp(x,i, 00). Our constructionwill mostly ignorethe chainsother
than the Cx,i's.
A Cx,ichain has the followingstructure,partlydepictedin Figure3. It begins
with a root vertex of the form ramp(x, i, Oy) (in w or w') wherey > 0 is the
largestnumbersuch that d(x, i, 0Y) = 0. Then the chain "ramps"down from
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ramp(x,i,0+)
W

f gf g
CO

root
unsafeverticesof C,.

safeverticesof C,.i

to the
activeregion

3. The rampportionof Cx,i.
FIGURE
and so on until it
arrivesat ramp(x,i, 00) E c . Note that by the definitionsof f and g, each Cx,i
vertexof the form ramp(x,i, OY)is in cwpreciselywheny is even. Also note that
by the definitionof ramp, as y decreases,so does the lengthof ramp(x,i, OY).
Returningto ourtourof Cx,i,the vertexramp(x,i, 00) E o is followedby the vertex
active(x,i, initial(x)) E w'. Then, as in the previousproof, f and g conspireto
simulateM in input x-successive activeverticesencode successivestatesof M's
computationand the idle verticesall encodethe finalstateof this computation.As
in the previousproof, thereis a monotonepolynomialPL such that all the active
verticesof Cx,iareof length< PL(xl + lit)andthereareinfinitelymanyidlevertices
of length>
pL(txI+ lil).
In ourconstructiontherampverticesof the Cx,i'splaythefollowingrole. Suppose
for this paragraphthath: co - co'is a chain-respecting
p-isomorphism.Fix x and
fix an i such that i = (j, k,ef), =- h, and =
h-1.
Sinceboth h and h-' are
computablein Ln.(n+ 2)lel time, both h and h-1 must be An.(n + 2)lei-honest.
Considerv, a ramp-vertexof Cx,iin eithercwor ow'with Ivl> (pL(xl + fit)+ 2)1el.
Sinceh and h-1 respectchains,by our choiceof pL, h mustmatchv with eithera
rampor idle vertexof Cx,i. Ourintentis to arrangethat if h is a chain-respecting
p-isomorphismas above, then for some v in the ramppart of Cx,i, h matches
v with an idle vertexof Cx,i. Our definitionof d below will force the existence
of such a v of length > (pL(lxl + il) + 2)leI. The vertex v is a "safe"vertex,
as describedbelow. Once we know such a v exists, we can compute L(x) as in
Theorem24 by firstfindingv, thencomputingthe idlevertexthatv is matchedwith
via h. This vertexencodesthe resultof M's computationon input x, i.e., L(x).
The functiond will be suchthat for fixedi, this wholeprocesscan be done in time
polynomialin x, thus contradictingthat L V P. Thus h cannot respectchainsas
we assumed.
Weintroducethe followingfunctionand sets to help defined. For each x and i,
wherei = (j, k,e) define:
ramp(x, i, Oy) to ramp(x, i, 0Y-1) and then to ramp(x, i, 0y-2)

bnd(x,i)

v

wherev is the smallestnumberof the
form ramp(x,i, 02y) such that 1v >
(pL(IxI
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Vxi E

v
Vxi

v Cf

,

V'x,
E
vE

Wxi

: v is a ramp vertex of Cx,i with
v bnd(x,i)
v' is a ramp vertex of Cx,i with

I0v'l
>bnd(x,i)
v is a ramp vertex of
with
Cx,i
(v) E Vx,i and
:
vI <bnd(x, i)I <
,Vj(v)l

v' is a ramp vertex of Cx,iwith
v' E c ' 6.4 (v) E Vx,iand
[vl < bnd(x,i)l Is q4(v')I

=

Wx,i

The verticesin xi U VTiare the safe vertices,depictedin Figure3. The rest of
the rampverticesare unsafe. Thus Wx,i (respectively,W',i) comprisesthose unsafe ramp verticesthat are mappedto safe ramp verticesvia
(respectively,
The
sets
and
are
finite
that
and,
4).
(10) holds, so
clearly
given
will
are Vxi and WxiOur definition
of
below
that
d
guarantee
Wxi
Vxi and V,'i
Vx,i. Also note that, for each x and i, with i = (j,k, s), we have
will be nonempty.
that

y5e

(pL(Ixl+ Iil) + 2)leI< bnd(x,i)
and the least rampvertexof Cx,ithat is of length> bnd(x,i) is an w-vertex.This
last propertyof bndhelpsto simplifythe definitionof d andthe proofof Lemma30
below.
LEMMA29. Supposeh is ap-isomorphism
andsupposethati = (j, k, s) is suchthat
(11)

h=

yi and h-1 =

y4.Then,for all x, if

Vx,il- 11
Vx,ill
W#
xii

(12)

l - 1Wx,iJ1l,

then there is a v E (Vx,i U V$,i) that is matchedby h with either an idle vertex of Cx,i
or a vertexoutsideof Cx,i.
PROOF. Fix x and supposethat h matcheseach v E (Vx,iU V',i) with a vertex
with an idle vertexof
in Cx,i. We show that h matchessome v E (Vx,iU
Vx,i)
Cxi.

andfrom(11), wehavethatImin(Vx,U
Fromthedefinitionsofbnd, Vxi, and
Vxi
+ bnd(x,i) + (pL(Ixl+ li) + 2) el. Sincebothh and h-' areAn.(n + 2)Iel.
honest,
Vtxi)l h cannot match a memberof Vxi U V,i with a numberof length less
than pL(Ixl + Iil). Hence by our choice of pL, we have that h cannot match
any element of Vx,iU V',i with any active vertex of Cx,i. By assumption,h
with some vertex in
matches each v E
Hence, it follows
U
(Vx, V$xi)are contained in the Cx,i. and idle
that both h(Vx,i) and
ramp
parts of
h-'( Vxi)
Cx,i.

By the definitionsof Wx.,and W',i:
= {v E V:,i : h-'(v) is a ramp vertex B Vx,
}.
= {v E Vx,i h(v) is a rampvertexV Vi .
}
h-1(Wx,i)
h(Wx,i)
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h
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h
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root
Wi
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FIGURE
4. The root is chosento yieldone moreunmatchedsafew'-vertex.
Hence,sinceh and h-' areone-one,it followsthat:
Vxi - h'(W

)=

vEVx,i

v' E

=
Vx,i- h(Wx,i)

h E(v)E

-

h(Wx,i)) or h(v)

(Vxi
vertexof Cx,i
is anidle

h-'(v') (Vxi- h}- r ))
Vxi h-(v') is aneidle vertexof Cxj

Figure4 showsthe situationthatmaytypicallyoccurin the rampregion.
Now supposeh matcheseveryv E ( V,i U V',i)witha rampvertex.Thenit must
be the casethath providesa one-onecorrespondence
betweenVx,i- h-' (Wi) and
and thus
V, i - h(
Wx,i),

IVx,i h-(W',i)II = IIV'i - h(Wx,i)I1.
=
Sinceh- (W ,i) C Vx,iandh(Wxi) C Vi, we havethatIIVx,i
h-'(W',i)
- Ilh(Wx,i)|I.Also, we have
IVx,iII ||h-I(W'x,i)I|and II - h(Wx,i)l = 1Vx',ill
= |Ih(Wxi)II
and | V',i =h-'(W',i)I,
since
h andh-1'areone-one.
I
SIWx,il- sometrivial W'xill is seento violate and so h mustmatch
Therefore,
(13)

by
algebra,(13)
(12),
some v E (Vx,iU V',i) with an idle vertexof Cx,i.
Foreachx and i, thejob of d is to computeandcompareIIWx,i and I1 I and
Wx
then (throughd's use in the definitionsof f and g) arrangefor I Vx,ilIand
II
Vx',iI
to be suchthat (12) is satisfied.Owingto the waybnd(x,i) was defined,the lowest
rampvertexof Cx,iof length> bnd(x,i) is in w; so
Vi

(14)

-

i

1, if the root of

is an co-vertex;

0, otherwise. Cx,i

Thuswe only needto defined so that the highestrampvertex(root) of Cx,iis in co

if andonlyif IIWx,ij= IIW,illI

In definingd we haveto worryabout the time cost of determiningIIWx,ijand

IIWi II.Tohelpin boundingthiscost,define
t

wherei =
= x, i. [2 -bnd(x,i) -(3-bnd(x,i) + jlj+ lk1)21e1,
(j,k,ef)].
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Since the numberof rampverticesof Cx,iof length < bnd(x,i) is no more than
bnd(x,i) and since {k,+,y.Vf (y) is computablein ( (kI + 31y 1) time,it follows that one can test whetherIIW, I= II I in 6(t(x, i)) time. The factorof
2 in the definitionof t makest(x, i) evenforW'/i
all arguments.Thiswill help simplify
the definitionof d and the proofof Lemma30 below. By standardresultswe have
that thereis a monotonepolynomialp, such that one can computet(x, i) within
p,(t(x, i)) time. Using this last observationone can, giveni, x, and y, comparey
and t(x, i) in Aoly(y+ Ix| + Ii|) time by: runningthe computationof t(x, i) for
p,(y) stepsand, if the computationfails to halt withiny steps,then we knowthat
y < t(x, i), and if the computationdoes halts withinp.(y) steps, we can do the
comparisonwithinp,(y) steps.
Finally,define,for eachx, i, and m,
{0,

d(x, i, m)

if m = OYand either (i) y < t(x, i) or
(ii) y = t(x, i) and IWx,ij
I = JW2,ill;

1, otherwise.
By the remarksof the previousparagraph,we havethatd is polynomial-timecomputable.Also, sincet is total, it followsthat (10) holds.
LEMMA30. Forall x andi, II
Vxj1i- 1IV',i|| 117Wxi11- IIWxill.
PROOF. Fix x and i. Recallthatthe rampverticesof Cx,iin woarepreciselythose
vertices of Cx.i of the form ramp(x, i, 0Y) where y is even. Also recall that by the

definitionof t, t(x, i) is even. Thus:

IIWx.il= IlWxi
=

-=

{ y:d(x,i,

OY)= 0

= {y:y<

t(x,i)}

(by definitionof d)

the highest ramp vertex of Cx,i is in w0
(by definitions of f & g and since t (x, i) is even).

IWX'.iI
--- {y:d(x,i, O)=0}

l[Wx'ildI

-=

= {y:y<t(x,i)-1}
(by definitionof d)

the highest ramp vertex of Cx,i is in co'

(by definitionsof f & g and sincet (x, i) is even).
Therefore,by (14) we have:
the highestrampvertexof Cx,i is in w
the highest ramp vertex of Cxi is in co'

Therefore,we obtain IIWx,i[= IIW'HI|
|Vx,i|-Vx.i'=Wx.i-Wx.i|

Vxi
=

1 + IVi

Vx,i = IIV,/i I.

IIVx,i IIV'xi whichimpliesthat

LEMMA31 (The Chain Crossing Lemma). Supposeh: w -+ cw'is ap-isomorphism.

Then, h crosses infinitelymany chains. Infact, for each i = (k, j, +) such that h=wkl
andh-1=wjl, thereare infinitelymany x's such thatfor somefor some z in the ramp
part of Cx,i, h matches z with a vertexnot in Cx,i.
PROOF.Fix an i such that i = (k, j, +), h = yy, and h-1' = Wjl We first note
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Givenx, onecanenumeratealltherampverticesof Cx,iin time 9oly(jxj).
CLAIM.
The claimfollowsfromthe observationsthat (i) Ax.ramp(x,i, 00) is polynomialtime computable,(ii) f and g areboth p-invertible,(iii) by the definitionof ramp,
there is at most one numberof the form ramp(x,i, 0Y) at any given length, and
(iv) by the definitionsof bndand t, thereis a polynomialpi such that, for each x,
t(x, i) < pi(x).
Now supposeby way of contradictionthat the lemmais false and so h respects
chainsalmosteverywhere.Thenby Lemmas29 and 30, for all but finitelymanyx,
h matchessome v E (Vx,iU
with an idle vertexof Cx,i. So for all but finitely
V'x,i)
x, to determineL(x) one can:
1. Find the smallestrampvertexof Cx,ithat h matcheswith an idle vertexof
Cx,i.Let idle(x,i, z, I) be this idle vertex.
2. From idle(x,i, z, I) extractI, the final i.d. of M on input x, and from I
determineL(x).
By the claimandthe factthatbothh andh-1 arepolynomial-timecomputable,one
can carryout step 1 abovein timegoly(Ix|). Thus,it followsas in the proofof the
previoustheoremthat one can also carryout step 2 in time 9oly(xlj). Therefore,
we havethat, givenx, one can determineL(x) in time Yoly(Ix) whichcontradicts
the assumptionthatL V P.
r
let
enumerate
all
the
roots
of
the
and
so
that
is
Finally,
r(2(x, i))
Cx,i's
the root of Cx,iand r(2(x, i) + 1) is the root of C',i, as inC',i's,
the proofof Theorem24.
We can choose q again to be An.[n + 1] since the smallestvertex on Cx,i is of
to check
lengthat least 3(x, i, 0). Let s = Ax.ramp(x,0, 1). It is straightforward
that for these choices of r, q, and s, all the hypothesesof the Chain Painting
Lemmaare satisfied. Therefore,by that lemmathereexist sets A and B that are
p-invertible1-equivalent,2-tt completefor EXP, but that are not p-isomorphic.
Theorem27
We can use the analysisof the proofsof the previoustwo theoremto show two
moreinequivalences,one for one-onepolynomial-space
reductionsand anotherfor
fairlystrongpolynomial-timereductions.
32. Therearepolynomial-space
setsthatarenotpolynomialTHEOREM
1-equivalent
spaceisomorphic.
PROOF
SKETCH.
We againfollow the plan of the previousproofs: We construct
one-onepolynomial-spacecomputablefunctionsf and g; provethat everyhonest
polynomial-spacecomputablefunctionmust promptlycross infinitelymany of a
particularcollectionof chains;then, by chain painting,we producethe two sets
requiredby the theorem. Our definitionof f and g uses a set R E PSPACE
describedin the next paragraph.For the momentall we need to know about R
is that, for each length, thereis exactlyone elementof R of that length. Define
f co-+ ow'by:
if x = On,wheren is odd or a powerof 2;
02"+1, if x E R and Ixl= 2n2 + 2 for some n > 1;
otherwise.
x,

02n,

f(x) =
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Let g havethe samedefinitionas f exceptthat we regardg as a functionfromw'
to co. Fromour assumptionson R, it is straightforward
to verifythat f and g are
one-oneand polynomial-spacecomputable.Givenanyfixedy, let n = 2y + 1. The
functionsf andg giveriseto the followingchain Cy:

x'
wherex'
2Y2 + 2 -

02" 022n

0"4

wo'is both the root of the chain and the unique co'-vertexof length
suchthatx' E R. The successorto x' in Cy-the elementOn-we

2(logn)2

call the troughof C,.

Supposeh : co -+ o' is a polynomial-space
isomorphismthatrespectschains.For
all sufficientlylargey, h mustmatchthe troughwith the root of Cy,for otherwise,
h mustmatcheitherthe root or the troughto a super-exponentially
largevertex.We
can defineR to diagonalizeexplicitlyagainstall suchtrough-rootmappings.Such
a diagonalizationcan be accomplished,since there is a function, computablein
spacepolynomialin 2(log n)2 (thesizeof the root), thatis universaloverall functions
computablein spacepolynomialin n (the size of the trough). Weomit the details
of how R is defined.
Thus by explicitdiagonalization,any such h must crossinfinitelymanychains.
By the remarksfollowingthe proof of Lemma22, we can definethe two desired
sets.
33. There are sets A and B that are m-equivalentas witnessed by
PROPOSITION

polynomial-time computablefunctions f and g such that
(i) f and g are one-one,
(ii) f and g are p-invertible,
(iii) chains are acyclic and the n-chains havepolynomial-timeuniformextremities,
but A and B are not 1-li-equivalent.
PROOFSKETCH.For each ye

two followingequations.

co,let y+ denotey + 1. Definef: c -+ ow'by the

f (yl) = yll.

f(y0)=

-y+O, if |y |-=|y+";

yOl1, otherwise.

Let g havethe samedefinitionas f exceptthat we regardg as a functionfrom 0o'
to ow.Clearly,f and g satisfy(i), (ii), and (iii): eachchainhas root0" for some n,
followedby 2n-1 - 1 verticesof lengthn endingat ln-10, thensucceededby 1"-101,
1n-1011,etc. The only exceptionsare the two chainsconsistingentirelyof vertices
in 1*.
Now, supposethat h: co -w o' is one-one and length-increasing.If h respects
chains,then, from simplecardinalityconsiderations,for all n, h must map some
vertexof lengthn to one of lengthat least2n-1,hence,h cannotbe polynomial-time
computable. Thus any such polynomial-timecomputableh must cross infinitely
manychains. So, we aredone by the remarksfollowingthe proofof Lemma22. Witha bitmoreworkwecouldobtainA andB as abovethatarealso2-ttcomplete
for EXP.
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Appendix.Proof of the chainpaintinglemma. Recallthat, for an chain C with
root r and an h: wc-- ot' or w' -+ w, we say that h promptly crosses C if and only

if thereis an x E C suchthat
(a) h(x)

C,

(b) x is no morethanthe Irth successorof r, and
(c) all successorsof r up throughx havelength< Irl
For all j, 1, and x, define (j,l)(x) = T(j, x, (Ix + 2)10g111),whereT is as in Convention28(a). Using the definitionof T and the time boundof Convention28(a)
to arguethat (Vi)iwe is an enumerationof the polynomialit is straightforward
time computablefunctionsand that, given i and x, i(x) is computablewithin
time for some polynomial p. To handle maps both from w to 0o'and
2p(log(liI+lx))
from cw'to wc,we define, for all i:

qI2i= Vi, regardedas a map c -c W';
V2i+1 l =
i, regarded as a map o' --+ o.
LEMMA
34 (The Chain Painting Lemma). Suppose thefollowing:
1. f : co - w' and g: o' --+co are 1-1 andpolynomial-time computable.
2. r: o -+ (woU o') is 1-1, 2+olY(n)-time
computable,and,for each x, r(x) is the
root of an chain. For each x, let Cx denote r(x)'s chain.
3. q is a polynomial such that,for all x and all z E Cx, Ixi < q (lzJ).
4. s: co --+ o is polynomial-time computable,andfor all distinct y, z E
ow, s(y)
and s(z) are in chains distinctfrom all the Cx's andfrom each other. For each
y, let Dy denote s(y)'s chain.
5. Givena z E (woU o)') and x E co, deciding whetherz is a vertex of Cx can be

donein 9oly(Izt+ x)-time.

6. Givena z E (aoU ao'), deciding whetherz is in one of the Dy's, and, if so, which

y, all canbe donein Aoly(lzl)-time.

Then,given all of the above, there exist sets A and B that satisfy:
(a) f : A <P B andg: B <P A,
(b) A and B are 2-tt completefor EXP, and
(c) there is no polynomial-time computableh: co -+ac' (respectively,h : c' -+ ao)
which both promptly crosses infinitely many Cx's and that <_P-reducesA to B
(respectively,B to A).

This stage-by-stageconstructionis an effectiveversionof the chaincolPROOF.
oringmethoddescribedafterthe proof of Lemma22, whereall chainsarecolored
eitherblue or green. Fix a set H whichis polynomial-timemany-onecompletefor
EXP. The Cx'swill be used to diagonalizeagainstthe polynomial-timefunctions
vi, and the Dy'swill be usedin pairsto 2-tt encodethe set H into A. To help with
presentation,we use the followingnotation:for all n E c, let

n=

n+1
n-1

if n is even;
if n is odd.

The constructionstartswith all chainsof the form Ckor Dk unpaintedand unreserved,all the restof thechainspaintedgreen,andall i E wouncanceled.Thechains
Ck, D2k, and D2k+l arepaintedat stagek. Wealso maintainthe invariantthat for
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all j, D2j and D2j+1arepaintedwith oppositecolorsif j E H, and with the same
color if j V H. Thiswill ensurethat H is 2-tt reducibleto A.
Stagek > 0. (Note: Ck,D2k,andD2k+larecurrentlyunpainted.)
(PartA: PaintingCk.)
Find the leastuncanceledi < k, if any,suchthat
(i) WipromptlycrossesCk and
(ii) no cancelledi' < i has reservedCk.
Condition1. Thereis no such i.
Thenpaint Ckgreen.
Condition2. Thereis suchan i.
Let Xk be the nearestsuccessorof the root of Ck (withxk E w if i is even;with
is not in Ck.
Xk E w' if i is odd) suchthat V;i(Xk)
If Vi(Xk)'schainis alreadypainted,then
(i) paint Ckthe oppositecolor,and
(ii) canceli and uncancelall the currentlycancellednumberslargerthani.
If Vi(Xk)'Schainis unpainted,then:
If V/i(Xk)'S
chainis Cj for somej, thenpaint Ckblueand havei reserveCj.
Otherwise,Vi(xk)'schainis Dj for somej > 2k.
If eitherDj or D,j is reservedby some cancelledi' < i, then paint Ck
greenand leavei uncanceled.
Otherwise,
(i) paint Ckblue,
(ii) havei reserveDj, removinganyreservationson D-,j, and
(iii) cancel i and uncancelall the currentlycancellednumberslarger
than i.
(PartB. PaintingD2k and D2k+1. Note: by construction,at least one of D2k and
D2k+l is unreserved.)

If eitherD2k or D2k+l is reservedby some i',
thenpaintthatchaingreen,
otherwise,paintD2k green.
Paintthe remainingof the two chainsD2k or D2k+l blue if k E H, and greenif
k VH.

Endstagek.
DefineA = {x E wo: x's chainis blue) and B = {y e co' : y's chainis blue}.
It is immediatethat f: A <PB andg: B <PA.
1. Supposei is suchthat, for infinitelymanyx, vi promptlycrossesCG.
CLAIM
Then:
(a) Thereis a stage k at which i is cancelledand neveruncanceledat any later
stages.
(b) Thereis a k and a z e Cksuchthatz and i(z) arein oppositecoloredchains.
PROOF.By induction on i. Fix i > 0 and assume the claim holds for all i' < i.
Then thereis some stageko suchthat for all i' < i, eitheri' is cancelledand never
uncanceledat a laterstage,or else, for each k' > ko, qi, neverpromptlycrosses
Ck'. Moreover,since an i' can reserveat most one chain at any stage, thereis a
kl + k such that no i' < i reservesany Ck' or Dk' with k' > kl. Suppose Vi
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promptlycrossesinfinitelymanyof the Cx's. Then thereis a k > kl such that Vi
promptlycrossesCk. By the construction,it is clearthat i is cancelledat stagek, if
not before.Furthermore,i can be uncanceledonlywhena lesseri' < i is cancelled,
whichcannothappenby our choiceof k. Therefore,(a) holds.
Now let k be suchthati is cancelledat stagek andneveruncanceledafterwards.If
i reservessomechainat stagek, then,by construction,the reservedchaineventually
will be paintedgreen. Fromthis observationand the construction,it followsthat
Xk and Vi(xk) are in oppositecoloredchains. Thus, with z - xk, (b) is seen to
hold.
CLAIM2. In stagek, if Condition2 holdsandi andxk areas underthatcondition,
then Iwi(Xk)l is boundedby 2+oly(Ikl)
PROOF. We have i < k and
Ir(k) . By hypothesis2 of the lemma it
Ixk
followsthat Ixkj is 2~+Y(lkl)-bounded.
Therefore,we havethat I i (xk) is bounded

by 2goly(1og(ljij+xkl)), and thus by 2oly(
CLAIM 3.

kl()

A and B arein EXP.

PROOF. Givenz E (w U co'),it sufficesto show how to computethe color of z's
chainin 2oylY(z
I)-time.Werunthe constructionuntilz's chainis painted.Thatthis
I)-timefollowsfromtheseobservations:
can be done within2s+lY(z
* By hypotheses3 and 5 of the lemma, one can decide,within 2oly(Izl)-time,
whetherz is in one of the Ck's,and if so, whichk, by exhaustivelychecking
everyk with Ikl < q(lzl).
* By hypothesis6, we can decidein goly(Iz )-timewhichDk, if any,containsz.
* If z's chainis not one of the Ck'sor Dk's, then it is paintedgreenand we are
done.
* Supposez E CkoUDk0forsomeko. Byhypotheses3 and6, 1kolis polynomially
boundedin Izl,so we needto runthe constructionfor only an exponential(in
Iz) numberof stagesto determinethe color of z's chain.
* It now suffices to show that each stage k < ko can be simulated in
2+oly(jko0)
time. As of the end of stagek we needto keeptrackof:
1. the color of Ci, D2i, and D2i+l for each i < k,
2. whichof the i < k arecancelledand whichareuncanceled,
3. whichof the Cj (j < ko) arereservedby whichi < k, and
4. whichof the Dj arereservedby whichi < k.
The informationin (1)-(3) can easily be kept in a look-up table of size
goly(k) = 26(lkl). By hypothesis6 and the definitionof a stage, each j
in (4) has lengthpolynomiallyboundedin IVi(xk' ) , for some i, k' < k. Thus

Hence all the information in (1)-(4) above can be
by Claim 2, IjlE 2~+oy(lkl).
kept in a 2+oly(|kl)-sizelook-up table.
* Given the look-up table described above after stage k - 1, it is now straightforward to verify that each part of stage k can be simulated in 2+olY(|kl)-time,
i.e., the look-up table can be updated in 2+oly(|kl)-timeto reflect the state of
affairs after stage k. In particular:
(i) Detecting whether qi promptly crosses Ckcan be done within 2+oly(ll+lkl)-

time.
(ii) Finding xk can be done within 2+olY(lkl)-time.
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(iii) Determiningto whichchain /i(xk) belongscan be donewithin2paly(k)time.
* Finallyafterstageko, the color of z's chainis readfromthe currentlook-up
table.
4. A and B are2-tt hardfor EXP.
CLAIM
It is clearby the constructionthat for all k, D2kand D2k+larepainted
PROOF.
oppositecolorsif andonlyif k E H if andonlyif exactlyone of s (2k) ands (2k + 1)
is in A. Since s is polynomial-timecomputable,H parity-2-ttreducesto A, and
thus A is 2-tt hardfor EXP. SinceA <PB, B is also 2-tt hardfor EXP.
Conclusion(a) of thelemmaholdsas mentionedabove.Claims3 and4 prove(b).
Conclusion(c) followsfromClaim1.
A Lemma34
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